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Dear Chair, 

Business Innovation Research Dev UN-ECOSOC special consultative status (2016) 

We are much pleased to participate. Ahead the Summit of the future 2024-2025. Builder paradox can explain 

peacebuilder drivers: speed, quality and cost. UNSECGEN Antonio Guterres at Opening of UNGA debate explained 

the lack of multinational agreements, at a time of increasing dangers. For me, structural designs are practical peace. 

Invention of walls to protect cities output of barbarian aggressions against settlements. Kings structures are walls, 

castles, and fortresses for Civil Societies mainly rural farmers exchanging parts of the harvest against the citizen’s 

protection, protected by the king’s soldiers. 

Salique Law (440) banned fights on public places and removed women empowerment. “Modern European laws built 

on Salique law” (Wikipedia). Difficulties to build peace are based on the consensus would be assimilated to outcomes 

of fights and cooperation’s, which are hardly abatable. Peace fundamentals based on power sharing between churches 

with a religious belief and Kings protecting people. Before kingship priests were knowledge about natural environment. 

Citizens need to understand for anxiety removals are divine creations of God. Then, power was shared with churches 

owning the spiritual power. Kings receiving a temporal power, with Churches’ coronation and the “knighting”. At 

United Nations International Strategy Disaster Reduction (UNISDR): “Hazards are natural. Disasters are manmade” 

(Salvano Briceno). Power sharing is people enlightenment, education, fights and revolutions. Powers progressively 

shifted from God to people in democratic regimes via elections. Reinforced security (Vigipirate plan) is Peace (France) 

Laic states look neutral. “In reality religious institutions asked for exemptions while, laic states are created by 

churches” (Wikipedia). Westphalia treaty (1648) legal foundation of modern states aimed at Peace, with resources 

inside a country natural borders and avoiding fights. Today, more states are using Westphalia treaty to define limits of 

sovereigns. Thus, existing transformations from physical borders to borders designed by national laws to separate 

activities. 

H.E. Antonio Guterres thinks denuclearization is a corner stone of peace and security at a time increasing escalations 

of nuclear armaments, small or large evils. He recommended to reduce all weapons, disarm, reduce the investment 

toward the armament industries and create a culture of peace (Particularly in the case of mass atrocities: genocides, 

holocausts…). “Violence, extremism, hatred and racism are in people mind” (UNESCO). The organization aiming at 

tackling the violence located in people brains. By educating people with the science and culture organizations can 

change mindsets. Education, cooperation can build peace and security. The “determination” (UN Charter) of member 

states is first Principe of humanization, human rights, development, preventing aggressions and peace breaches. So, 

clearly the Sustainable Development goals, 2015-2030 has been delayed by covid 19, however, it is important for the 

member states to recommit to these goals at mid ways of the deadline agenda for action 2030 and acceleration, 

otherwise the unrest will be higher. Again, this can be achieved with the determination of member states for prosperity 

for all, wellbeing, healthy life, happiness, stability and security. 

Thank you Chair. 

Georges RADJOU, CEO, MBA, DUPEBH 
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